The hounding of Kate Hoey MP
A Principled Independence Campaigner under attack from her own
party.
Kate Hoey gave us an inspirational speech at our CIB rally of
2016, a little more than a month before the referendum So it
is sad to report that her Vauxhall constituency Labour party
passed a vote of no confidence and wants the Labour party to
withdraw the whip from her. Forty five party members out of a
branch membership of 2,300 turned up for the meeting and only
three abstained from the vote. The other forty two voted in
favour.
Kate told the Independent “ Not a surprise – my local party
activists are solid EU remainers, I will always put my country
before my party and helping my constituents is a priority .
After 29 years as an MP I am quite relaxed about the vote and
it won’t influence me in any way how I vote in the future”.
She was one of four Labour MPs to vote with Theresa May’s
government on a crucial vote that resulted in the prime
minister narrowly avoiding defeat. She was also one of the 42
Labour MPs who actually voted in support of Jeremy Corbyn as
leader.
Kate will no doubt be looking ahead with her usual firmness
and vigour to deliver what people voted for in the referendum.
We also owe her a considerable debt for deliverance from one
of the nastier projects of the European Union some twenty
years ago.
A principled independence campaigner for all her political
life, Kate is particularly remembered for her part in
frustrating the attempted introduction of the uniform EU legal
code Corpus Juris in 1998 which would have abolished long-held
British rights such as jury trial and habeas corpus. Kate was
a Home Office Minister at the time and promised to veto it.

Labour MEPs supported the new legal system in Strasbourg,
Tony Blair did not have the stomach to disown Kate publicly
but she was later moved to Sport. Neither did Blair endorse
Pauline Green MEP (Labour) the leader of the European
Socialists who contrived a motion in the EU Parliament to
“welcome” this appalling denial of British freedoms*, a motion
which was also supported by Conservative MEPs, contrary to the
stated policy of their own party.
We hear that another principled Labour supporter of
independence and democracy, FRANK FIELD MP is facing similar
action from his constituency party.
All friends of freedom will wish them well.

* For the full background to this vital and still
continuing threat, please see Torquil Dick Erikson’s
articles at savebritishjustice.wordpress.com . The
European Arrest Warrant (EAW), so beloved of Mrs May,
is an offshoot of this alien philosophy, achieved by a
totally unjustified “Mutual Recognition ” amongst the
very different legal systems used in EU states, in
particular as between our system, derived from Magna
Carta and the systems used on the continent, largely
derived from the Inquisition via Napoleon.

